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GAME DESCRIPTION

Harvest Wilds is a farm-produce themed 7x7 grid slot featuring a max win of up to 10,000x. 
Harvest Wilds has a Hoppers™ Sunflower multiplier symbol that can grow in value and is 
also Wild!

New Sunflowers can sprout from Seeds that drop onto the grid. You can get up to 4 wild 
multiplier symbols with a max value of 4x. Sunflowers are multiplicative, so connect them all 
to the same win cluster and your win will be multiplied by 256!
 
Create big clusters in combination with the Sunflower for great wins! Increase the multiplier 
values on Sunflowers by fertilizing them and collect respins by filling up the rainmeter!
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FEATURES

WILD MULTIPLIER SUNFLOWER
When a Seed symbol lands on a winning grid it will grow into a Sunflower 
symbol (unless there are already 4 Sunflowers). This symbol is Wild and will 
get a starting multiplier value of 2x. Between each cascade and respin, this 
wild multiplier will hop to a new position. The maximum number of Sunflowers 
at the same time on the grid is 4, and the max multiplier value is 4x.

If a multiplier is part of a winning cluster, the multiplier will be multiplied by the 
win. If 2 or more multipliers are part of the same winning cluster, they will first 
be multiplied by each other and then applied to the win amount.

Each winning cluster will then be removed to make way for more symbols. 
Activated Water Drops and Fertilizer (including Epic variant) are removed 
together with winning clusters. This will continue until no new winning clusters 
are created.

WATER DROPS AWARD RESPINS
Each Water Drops symbol will give you one respin! Store up to a maximum of 5 
respins in the rainmeter next to the grid.

FERTILIZER INCREASES MULTIPLIERS
The Fertilizer symbol increases the multiplier value on one of the Sunflowers 
by 1. 

EPIC FERTILIZER
The Epic Fertilizer symbol increases the multiplier value on ALL Sunflowers on 
the grid by 1.
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FEATURES continued

FEATURE SPINS

This game offers the new FEATURE SPINS functionality. This function is activated through 
the BUY BONUS menu, and once activated gives a guarantee of landing a certain number of 
Sunflowers per spin, with a fixed cost for each spin depending on the amount of Sunflowers 
selected.

It is possible to choose between two, three, or four Sunflowers per spin.

Feature Spins remain active until the DISABLE button is pressed to deactivate the feature.
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GAME DATA

Game name: Harvest Wilds
Volatility:
● Base game: 4 of 5
● Features Spins: 2 of 5

Max feature win: €1,000,000 (10,000x) or equivalent for other currencies (based on a €100 
bet)

How to win: Cluster

Bet levels: €0.2, €0.4, €0.6, €0.8, €1, €1.2, €1.4, €1.6, €1.8, €2, €3, €4, €5, €6, €7, €8, €9, 
€10, €15, €20, €25, €30, €35, €40, €45, €50, €75, €100, €200, €300, €400, €500 or 
equivalent for other currencies (bet levels above €100 are not enabled by default)

Progressive jackpot game: No

Game ID RTP Hit freq Feature Spins 1 Feature Spins 2 Feature Spins 3

1140 96.35% 48.52% 96.27% 96.38% 96.34%

1141 94.31% 48.47% 94.49% 94.46% 94.43%

1142 92.29% 48.43% 92.31% 92.34% 92.25%

1143 88.70% 48.36% - - -

Recommended size and ratio for desktop browsers
1366 x 768
16:9

Technology and compatibility
WebGL support:
IE 11, Edge 12, Firefox 24, Chrome 33, Safari 8, iOS Browsers 8, Chrome Android 64, UC 
Android 11.8, Samsung Internet 4
Web Audio API support: Edge 12, Firefox 25, Chrome 10, Safari 6, iOS Browsers 6, Chrome 
Android 64, UC Android 11.8, Samsung Internet 4

Language and currency support
Our games support over 20 languages and 80 currencies. Please ask your Account
Manager for the latest document with all details.
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Mobile view

Tablet view

Desktop view
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Thank you!

For more information, please contact us.
info@hacksawgaming.com
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